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Dear Readers, 
  
Following two successive economic promotion 
trips to Japan and Singapore, this year the Canton 
of Vaud decided to focus its prospecting for new 
business associations on the border of Asia and 
Europe around the shores of the Bosphorus.  
During this trip our delegation visited a dozen 
companies to whom we presented our national 
strengths in competitiveness, investment, taxation, 
innovation, and research.  More broadly, we 
exhibited our many economic opportunities within 
a framework of transparency and openness. 

 
Our Turkish partners enthusiastically welcomed us 
with warm hospitality.  Based on links of long-
standing trust, these exchanges have been 
particularly profitable.  Indeed, Turkish companies 
have been doing business for some time in our 
canton while companies from Vaud have long 
operated on Turkish soil, Nestlé having opened its 
first office there as far back as 1909.  From such a 
rich past, this partnership is well primed to grow 
and intensify.  This is the basis for the favorable 
impressions embraced by both sides in the Istanbul 
meetings.  Turkey and Vaud concluded two 
agreements involving the technology park at 
Yverdon-les-Bains–the second largest city in Vaud–
thus opening up yet richer prospects on which the 
two partners are actively working under the aegis 
of the Vaud Economic Development office (DEV) 
and the Office for Economic Affairs (SPECo). 
  
 

 
 
Some thirty industrialists, bankers and 
representatives of chambers of commerce in Vaud 
were able to appreciate on this trip how high the 
potential is for the Turkish economy, particularly in 
terms of the EU market.  The demographic weight 
of this country, its young population, and its 
location at the gates of Asia are all important 
trump cards in the game of Turkish business 
development.  As for our side, we were proud to 
highlight the image of a country that produces high 
quality goods, rewards work well done, and 
focuses on advanced training, all of which rest 
upon a stable political system, a reliable advanced 
infrastructure, a well developed legal order, and 
the rule of law. 

 
In order to encourage the internationalization of 
the economy, our development policy must 
facilitate the establishment and growth of foreign 
firms and guide these enterprises toward 
appropriate business sites.  This was the essential 
goal of the journey that the Vaud delegation had 
the pleasure of carrying out in Turkey.  In the land 
of the Sublime Porte, we succeeded in opening a 
few new ones.  Quite frankly, the net results have 
exceeded our expectations. The next challenging 
stage of implementation begins today, fully 
supported by the cantonal authorities of Vaud. 
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Interview with... 

Emre İzzet Polat, Country Manager at 

Zehnder Group 

Mr. Polat, tell us a little bit about your 
background  
 
First of all thank you very much for giving me this 
opportunity to represent our company in your 
Newsletter.                                                                                                                                       
In my early career, I worked at Eczacıbaşı Group 
where I held various management positions for 7 
years. I then joined to Roca Group as Turkey 
Country Sales Manager. Lately, I took over  the 
operational head and General  Management of 
Grohe Turkey. Since May 2015, I’m the new MBU-
Country Manager of Zehnder Group in Turkey. 
 
What is your impression of Turkey and the Turkish 
market so far?  
 
Zehnder is an International Group with a strong 
family backing and headquarters in Switzerland.           
The company is listed since 1986 on SIX Swiss 
Exchange with around 550 mio Euro turnover.  
Zehnder Group is the leader in the high-end 
segment of the radiator market and the leading 
company in the comfort ventilation business. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We produce Hydronic and electric steel radiators, 
ceiling mounted panels for heating and             
cooling, comfort ventilation and air treatment 
components and systems. 
 
The Turkish market is a dynamic and very 
competitive market. The Turkish economy slowed 
notably in the last quarter of 2014, dragged down 
by weakening domestic and external demand. For 
the full year 2014, the economy is expected to 
have expanded, although growth is projected to be 
below 2013’s 4.1% increase. For 2014, the 
International Monetary Fund (IMF) believes that 
the Turkish GDP increased by 2.9%. The IMF, 
however, predicts that the GDP will grow by 2.8% 
in 2015 and 3.3% in 2016. Continuing political 
instability could present a risk factor for economic 
growth, particularly the elections in June 2015. 
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Name us three extraordinary things about your 
company?  
 
Group values, the most important asset is human 
invention, we always lead our sector with inventing 
new products. 
For exampale, Zehnder is the inventor of steel panel 
radiators and towel radiators we use right now in our 
bathrooms. We work for energy efficiency and create 
ecological awareness. 
  
What is the biggest challenge Zurich Sigorta is 
facing in Turkey?  
 
The biggest challenge we face in Turkey is creating 
the brand knowledge and brand image of Zehnder. 
Because we are very new in the country with 
Zehnder brand although we have a production 
facility in Manisa producing with local brands. 
Another challenge is the sharp fall in Turkish 
currency. 
 
What are the gains?  
 
To be in Turkish market is a must for Swiss 
companies. With around 80 mio. population and 28 
avarage age, Turkish market will be always a 
satisfactory market for the future.  
  
  
What future plans does your company hold and 
what are your upcoming projects?  
 
Our future plan is two sided. From one side, we will 
represent our brands Zehnder and Runtal to Turkish 
construction market and on the other side we are 
ready to grow our local factory in Manisa in a short 
time period. We are looking for a land to start 
building a new factory in Turkey.  
 
What role does the Chamber of Commerce play in 
your business life? 
 
The Swiss Chamber of Commerce is supporting 
especially Swiss companies to come together and 
share experiences and success . On the other hand 
they also support investment and trade activities of 
the companies and help members where they need 
to get help. 

 

Zehnder Group İç Mekan 
İklimlendirme San Tic Ltd 
Şti 
 
Address: 
Tekstilkent Koza Plaza Tem 
Otoyolu Atisalani Mevkii A 
Blok Kat 22 No 82 
34235 Esenler Istanbul 
Turkey 
Phone: +90 (212) 438 54 
74-76-77 
Fax: +90 (212) 438 54 80 
www.zehnder.com.tr  
  
 

http://www.zehnder.com.tr/
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Name:  Désirée Deniz Hostettler 
 
Name of School:  Zürich University 
 
Place:    Zürich, Switzerland 
 
Years:    2006-2010 

Do you have any special memories from your 
education in Switzerland?  
 
Many. One I will never forget. Study as hard as you 
can, it does not get easier toward the end of your 
studies. During my first semester in ”Introduction to 
Communication I” with about 450 students in the 
room, the Professor entered and asked us all to turn 
right and turn left. He went on saying that one of 
these students would not be with us for a second 
semester. At the time we did not get what he was 
talking about, by the final examination at the end of 
the semester, we got his point.  
  
Please give us a brief insight on your personal 
experiences during that time. 
 
Studying in Switzerland was challenging and 
throughout my four years I felt constant pressure. 
However it was rewarding at the end of it, just 
managing to graduate within a very competitive 
environment gives you a great self-confidence and 
satisfaction. Especially, if you have a good GPA. 
Furthermore, studying in Zürich gives you the 
advantage of being in the heart of one of 
Switzerland’s most beautiful cities and you are in the 
centre of Europe, take a train pick a destination and 
just travel through Europe whenever you can.  
 
Describe briefly the Swiss education system in 
comparison to the Turkish one. 
 
In my case there was not much of a difference, I 
graduated from Alman Lisesi, where I already got 
accustomed to the German education style. Maybe 
one of the main differences I experienced was the 
challenge factor. You can fail an exam twice at a 
Swiss university, if you fail a third time you are out of 
the department, this is a lot of pressure, especially if 
you study what you like.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is so special about Swiss education? What do 
you appreciate most having studied in Switzerland? 
  
I am very proud to have studied in Switzerland. What 
is special about it or makes it unique is that Swiss 
education strives for excellence, the system gives 
everyone a chance and you have to prove yourself 
during your studies, whether you are worth that 
chance. Thus at the end few make it through. It is not 
as hard to get into a Swiss university as it might be in 
the US or in Turkey for example, but it is twice as 
difficult to get out of a Swiss university with a 
diploma. You learn to work hard for what you want 
you also learn that you can never study enough to 
learn all that you have to learn in order to be an 
expert in your field.  
  
What would you recommend Turkish parents who 
want to send their children to a Swiss school?  
 
I would recommend Turkish parents who send their 
children to a Swiss university to just let them go and 
mature with the experience. They will grow up faster 
than one would have thought possible. The system is 
strict and students are on their own, so their only 
method to succeed it by maturing and learning on 
their own terms. Some find this thrilling others more 
challenging and scary it is really up fort he parents to 
decide which one of these two personalities their 
child belongs to. Otherwise, staying in Turkey or 
receiving a North American education where there is 
a closer relation between teacher and student might 
be the better solution.  
 
For me it was a good experience to be thrown into 
cold water and trying to make my way. I do not 
regret it at all. 



NEWS FROM MEMBERS 

METROHM TURKEY  
 
Launched in 2014, Metrohm Turkey Ölçü Aletleri Ticaret ve Servis Hizmetleri A.Ş.  is the Turkish subsidiary 
of Metrohm AG, a worldwide leading manufacturer of precision instruments for chemical analysis. Our 
company’s main field of operation is the complete provision of marketing, sales, installation, compliance, 
training, technical support, spare parts procurement, calibration, preventive maintenance and repair 
services for the high performance laboratory and process analysis instruments under the Metrohm Group 
brands.  
  
Our main product groups include Titration, Ion Chromatography, Direct Measurements (pH, ISE, 
Conductivity), Electrochemistry (Polarography, Voltammetry, CVS, Potentiostats/Galvanostats), Oxidation 
Stability Measurements and Atline/Online Process Analyzers. We offer a wide selection of more than 100 
different instruments under these product groups. 
  
Our customers are leader companies from all industrial sectors around the country who rely on our 
systems and applications. They primarily come from the pharmaceutical, food, petrochemical and water 
industries as well as the general chemistry, detergent/cosmetics, textile and automotive sectors. Our 
products are also preferred for use in the public sector for environmental control and academic 
training/research.  
  
Our vision: 
  
We believe in the significance of providing Metrohm system solutions and their respective applications to 
customers across all industrial sectors in Turkey to meet their ever increasing demand for high quality, 
accurate and reliable anaytical chemistry laboratory and process analysis instrumentation.  
  
Our mission: 
  
• To maintain Metrohm Group’s position as the market leader in ion analysis in our country, 
• To offer the most comprehensive range of services to all our clients who perceive us as a reliable  
 and competent solution provider, 
• To demonstrate all necessary technical and corporate competencies to provide the innovative  
 technologies we manufacture at the highest level, 
• To always operate with the target to supply our products and services directly to the end user, 
• To cooperate with all our business partners on an open and fair basis, 
• To secure qualified employment opportunities and encourage long-term working discipline  
 inline with our quality principles. 
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At Metrohm Turkey, we operate under our 
manufacturer’s primary principle of 
“manufacturing and providing customers 
with not the cheapest instruments, but the 
better ones in quality”, and stay away from 
competition that is solely driven by price, 
since this inevitably results in compromise 
in quality. In light of this principle, our 
products and services are the first choice 
for all those who demand uncomprimising 
quality at a reasonable price.  

 



NEWS FROM MEMBERS 

SANDOZ 
 
 
Sandoz, a division of Novartis, is a global leader in generic pharmaceuticals, driving sustainable access to 
high-quality healthcare. Sandoz employs more than 26,000 people worldwide and supplies a broad range 
of affordable products to patients and customers around the globe.   
  
In Turkey, Sandoz operates since 1959. Through its three factories and 1,000 employees, Sandoz Turkey is 
committed to developing and producing high quality, affordable medicines for patients in Turkey and 
around the world.  Sandoz Turkey has been one of the main pharmaceuticals exporters since 2005 by 
exporting the products which produced in Turkey to more than 60 countries around the world.   
  
The Sandoz global portfolio comprises approximately 1,100 molecules, which accounted for 2014 sales of 
USD 9.6 billion. Sandoz holds the global #1 position in biosimilars as well as in generic anti-infectives, 
ophthalmics and transplantation medicines. Sandoz also holds leading global positions in key therapeutic 
areas ranging from generic injectables, dermatology and respiratory to cardiovascular, metabolism, central 
nervous system, pain and gastrointestinal.  
  
Sandoz develops, produces and markets finished dosage form (FDF) medicines as well as intermediary 
products including active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and biotechnological substances.  Nearly half 
of the Sandoz portfolio is in differentiated products – medicines that are scientifically more difficult to 
develop and manufacture than standard generics. 
  
In addition to strong organic growth since consolidating its generics businesses under the Sandoz brand 
name in 2003, Sandoz has consistently driven growth in selected geographies and differentiated product 
areas through a series of targeted acquisitions, including Hexal (Germany), EBEWE Pharma (Austria), and 
Fougera Pharmaceuticals (US). 
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EVENTS 

13th May 2015, Mövenpick Hotel Istanbul Golden Horn 

Music for Peace Charity Event 

As a Social Responsibility Project, the Swiss Chamber of Commerce in Turkey and Mövenpick Hotel Istanbul 
Golden Horn jointly organized a special Charity Event for the benefit of Music for Peace (Barış için Müzik) 
Foundation. 
After the opening speeches of the Consul General of Switzerland, Ms Monika Schmutz Kırgöz and SCCT 
President, Mr Doğan Taşkent, Founder Dr. Yeliz Baki introduced the Music for Peace Foundation to the 
audience. 
Music for Peace was initiated in 2005 by architect Mehmet Selim Baki and his spouse Dr. Yeliz Baki. The main 
objective of Music for Peace Foundation is to offer free music education to as many children as possible and to 
give voice to peace through the power of music.  
 
A string orchestra with 25 young and incredibly talented musicians played beautiful pieces from Piazzola and 
Edward Grieg. The guests generously made donations to the foundation. More info: http://barisicinmuzik.org/ 
 

http://barisicinmuzik.org/


EVENTS 

26th May 2015, V-ZUG Etiler 

Swiss Tasting Event with V-ZUG and Mövenpick 

Hotel Istanbul 

Swiss high quality meets Swiss cooking spirit! 
 
Mövenpick Hotel Istanbul Executive Chef, Giovanni 
Terracciano and V-ZUG Master Chef, Sedef Ozan Kıvanç 
prepared an exquisite menu live on the high quality 
Swiss products of V-ZUG. The Consul General of 
Switzerland, Ms Monika Schmutz Kırgöz and the 
President of the Swiss Chamber of Commerce in Turkey, 
Mr Doğan Taşkent welcomed more than 45 guests in 
the V-ZUG Flagship Store in Etiler. 



EVENTS 

03 June 2015, Armaggan Bosphorus Suites 

Summer Welcoming Reception, sponsored by  

IWC Schaffhausen 

The Swiss Chamber of Commerce in Turkey organized a 
Summer Welcoming Reception at the beautiful 
Armaggan Bosphorus Suites, kindly sponsored by IWC 
Schaffhausen. Consul General of Switzerland Ms Monika 
Schmutz Kirgöz, SCCT President Doğan Taşkent and 
distinguished guests not only enjoyed the breathtaking 
view of the Bosphorus, but also live music, finest food 
and refreshing drinks. 



EVENTS 

18th June 2015, Swissotel Living 

Farewell Celebration for SCCT Secretary 

General, Mr Frank Reichenbach 

The Board of Directors organized a farewell celebration for 
the distinguished SCCT Secretary General, Mr. Frank 
Reichenbach who will move to Manila with his wife in July. 
Also as General Manager at Mövenpick Hotel Istanbul, Mr. 
Reichenbach always make the Chamber feel home in the 
hotel thanks to his generosity and professional team. 
 
In order to express him our gratitude for the long-standing 
contribution to the Chamber,  the Board invited close friends 
and colleagues of Mr Reichenbach to one of the lofts located 
in the redesigned Swissotel Living, kindly sponsored by 
Swissotel General Manager, Mr. Gerhard Struger. 
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                                             Swiss National Day, August 1st 
 
Since 1891, the first of August has been celebrated as Swiss National Day. The date refers to a historic alliance 
concluded in 1291 by the three cantons of Uri, Schwyz and Unterwalden. This alliance was to become the focal 
point around which the Switzerland of today was built over the next 500 years. 
 
Men from these three cantons "at the beginning of the month of August 1291" swore  eternal allegiance to 
one another, promising mutual help and assistance. The alliance was mainly formed against the Habsburgs, 
who were striving to strengthen their position in the strategic region leading to the Gotthard Pass at the time. 

 
August 1st is celebrated predominantly and is an esteemed federal principle. Communal celebrations comprise 
solemn words spoken by a prominent public figure from political or cultural life, accompanied by a concert or 
choire, gymnastic presentations, and the community singing the national anthem. 

 
Wealthy communities or tourist offices may also sponsor a display of fireworks. Bonfires, mainly on hills and 
other elevated spots, commemorate the expulsion of foreign bailiffs in the fourteenth century, the news of 
which were spread in this manner in those days. Children carrying lighted paper lanterns roam the streets at 
night. Public and private buildings are decorated with national, cantonal, and community flags, and the bakers 
produce special bread rolls with a small Swiss flag on top. 

  
A special kind of celebration takes place at the Rhine Falls near Schaffhausen. From mid-nineteenth century 
onwards, the waterfall has been illuminated on special occasions. Since 1920, it has been illuminated regularly 
on August 1, and since 1966 exclusively so. On the same day, a magnificent fireworks display also attracts 
throngs of spectators to this special site. 

 
A representative celebration is staged at the Rütli Meadow in the canton of Uri above Lake Lucerne. It takes 
place in the same place where the legendary pledge of alliance was pronounced. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: http://www.myswitzerland.com  
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Sandoz İlaç San. ve Tic. A.Ş. 

 

Address:                    Küçükbakkalköy Mah. Şehit Şakir Elkovan Cad. No:15A  
  34750 Ataşehir İstanbul Türkiye 
Tel:  0216 570 95 00 
Fax:  0216 570 95 10 
Sector:  Pharmaceuticals 

Web:  http://www.sandoz.com.tr  

TAYSEB A.Ş. 

 

Address:                    Toros Adana Yumurtalık Serbest Bölgesi  
                                       Kurucu ve İşleticisi A.Ş.  
                                       Sarımazı, Ceyhan 01920 Adana 
Tel:  +90 322 634 20 80 
Fax:  +90 322 634 20 90 
Sector:  Agriculture 

Web:  http://www.tayseb.com  
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